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1. Introduction 

Particle reinforced composites represent a large group of materials used in a variety of 
applications, such as concretes and solid rocket propellant. The mechanical behavior of these 
materials depends on properties of constitutes and any microstructural changes that may 
occur in the body under loading. Generally, particles are applied to high stress in these 
composites. Heterogeneity plays an important role in composite fracture. Because the 
mechanical properties of dispersed phase and matrix differ from each other, any one of the 
following micro-damage nucleation mechanisms has been observed during the deformation 
process, including cracking of particles, debonding at the particle-matrix interface and fracture 
of the matrix. In addition, failure also depends on the volume ratio of particles to matrix. 
The polymer bonded explosive (PBX) is a highly filled composite material of crystalline high 
explosives (90%-95% by weight) in polymer binder. This matter is a kind of functionally 
energetic materials being used increasingly as energetic fillings in both civil and military 
applications when a very high performance is required. The mechanical properties of PBX 
subjected to a range of conditions are important criteria to determine a safe working life. 
The study on the mechanical properties and the failure mechanisms of PBX has drawn much 
attention in recent years [1-9]. Low strengths and safety concerns bring additional 
difficulties in preparing samples and conducting mechanical tests of PBX. Therefore, the 
fracture behavior and the failure mechanisms of PBX are not full understood, some 
beneficial works are still need to be done to bring some further insights into this issue. 
There are many techniques to measure the deformation in experimental test. Strain gauge 
and extensometer are widely used, while the microstructure deformation can not be 
provided by these techniques. Significantly, the strain gauge measures the deformation at a 
single point, which only gives information at one point, and the gauge may provide local 
reinforcement causing error in the displacement measure. Several high resolution and non-
contact optical techniques do have the advantages that they can measure the whole 
displacement and strain field providing deformation information, and it is enough to follow 
strains until failure. In recent years, many beneficial works have been reported from 
Cavendish Lab. The quasi-static deformation fields were measured by this technique. The 
influence of particles microstructure was found to be significant for its fracture behavior  
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[6-7, 10-12]. Rae et al. [13] used DIC to investigate the effect of thermal aging on a UK PBX 
containing nitrocellulose. And in Rae et al. [5], the method is described in detail including 
an extended discussion on error analysis. Specially, the deformation and fracture behavior 
of PBX was studied using the DIC technique at the micro-scale combined with an optical 
microscope or an SEM imaging system [8-9, 14]. Moreover, the DIC method was used to 
study the dynamic fracture behavior and mechanical properties of PBX at high-strain rate 
[15-17]. 
In this work, a series of quasi-static tests, including Brazilian test, semi-circular bending test, 
uniaxial compression and punch loading tests, were carried out to study the deformation 
and fracture behavior of a PBX simulation material, which is a highly-particle-filled 
composite in which the explosive particles are replaced by simulant particles at 90%-95% 
weight, with a few percent binder of fluorine rubber. The PBX simulant powder was hot 
pressed in a steel mold, and then a short, cylinder-shaped specimen can be obtained with 20 
mm diameter. The test specimens were machined from the original cylindrical specimens. 
The DIC technique was used to digitally process the speckle’s movement to determine the 
full displacement and strain fields. The vector field of displacement can be used to display 
the failure mechanisms of specimens, and the strains distribution can be used to predict the 
initiation and propagation of cracks. In addition, an SEM imaging system was used to in situ 
examine the microstructure of PBX simulant. The microscopic damages, such as debonding, 
particle’s fracture, were observed. The method combing SEM imaging system with DIC 
technique was used to determine the strain fields of specimens at micro-scale, with the aim 
at predicting the propagation of cracks with possible developing paths in a splitting fracture 
of brittle failure. 

2. Principle of digital image correlation  

Digital image correlation (DIC) method is a rapidly developing technique of optical 
mechanics. It is worth noting that in recent years, it has been widely used to measure the 
surface deformation field in experimental mechanics for its advantages of no contacting, 
high accuracy, real time and full deformation field measurement. In the system, a random 
speckle pattern must need for DIC technique to calculate the deformation field. A CCD 
camera and a personal computer were used to capture the movement of speckles in situ 
before and after a deformation. By comparing the speckle pattern in the objective 
configuration with the speckle pattern in the initial configuration, the displacement and 
strain full-field can be determined. The algorithm of DIC technique has been developed by 
many authors [18-20]. The matching theory of this method is given in Fig. 1. 
Quadrangle S (solid line) is a reference (or undeformed) sub image and quadrangle S1 (dash 
line) is the corresponding deformed sub image. In order to obtain the displacement um and 
vm of point M, sub image S1 is matched with sub image S using a correlation operation. If 
subset S is sufficiently small, the coordinates of points in S1 can be approximated by first-
order Taylor expansion as fellows [21] 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of deformed process for planar object 

The criterion for comparing two images is commonly given by using the cross-correlation 

coefficient, which can be written in form as [22] 
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where (x, y) and (x*, y*) are Cartesian Coordinates of a material point in the image of the 

undeformed and deformed patterns, respectively. F(x, y) and g(x*, y*) are light intensities at 

that point in the corresponding images. The correlation value C varies from 0 to 1, with 0 

signifying a perfect match between the two images. 

3. Experiments 

3.1 Brazilian test 
The Brazilian test is used for making the testing of uniaxial dumbbell specimens 
impractical. It is a biaxial method for estimating the tensile failure stress of a material by 
applying a pair of compressive loads P diametrically to a disc-shaped specimen. A vertical 
tensile failure is generated in the center region of the specimen along the loading axis, as 
shown in Fig. 2. According to simple elasticity theory, the tensile stress at the center of the 
disc is given by 
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Fig. 2. Brazilian test geometry 

3.2 Uniaxial compression 
Quasi-static uniaxial compression tests were conducted on PBX simulants with the aim at 
understanding the different failure mechanisms and characterizing the material to allow a 
valid fracture computational model design. In compression, the cylindrical specimens with 
20 mm diameter and 30 mm height were machined into block specimens with different 
aspect ratios. In this work, we focus on the study of the deformation and fracture behavior 
of block specimens under uniaxial compression action. Combining with the DIC technique, 
the full displacement and strain fields are to be obtained with significant interests to reveal 
the strain component distribution, which can be used to predict the propagation of the 
induced crack with possible failure path. 

3.3 Semi-circular bending (SCB) test 
Standard methods are available for determining the plane strain fracture toughness of 
metallic materials. The direct application of such standard methods to brittle materials, e.g. 
rocks and concretes, is also acceptable. However, it is difficult to machine the specimen 
because the brittle materials are low strength and low mechanical impendence. In order to 
determine the brittle material’s behavior, a typical geometry of the specimen should be 
utilized for the testing. Since the material is weak in tension, tests should preferably be done 
with compressive loading where tensile fracture is induced. To satisfy this requirement, 
Chong and Kuruppu [23] proposed a bending test by using a semi-circular specimen with a 
pre-notch along the line of symmetry at the specimen’s edge and oriented along the loading 
direction, subjected to a three-point bending load, as shown in Fig. 3. Considering the 
specimen’s geometry, tensile crack (model I) is induced in SCB test. 
Chong et al. [24] proposed a formula for determining KI by using both the strain energy 
release rate method and the elliptical displacement approach, which is given by 

 
I K

P a
K Y

D

π
δ

=  (5) 

where P is the applied force, D is the diameter of the SCB specimen and δ is the thickness. YK 
is the dimensionless stress intensity factor as a function of the dimensionless crack length, 
a/D. YK can be approximated by a third order polynomial as follows 
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For 0.25≤a/D≤0.35 and S/D=0.4 with 2S is the loading span. 
For the stress state near the crack tip, the criterion of crack propagation can be given in the 
following form: KI ≤ KIC, which is extremely convenient for applications. Where KI is the 
stress intensity factor, and KIC is the static fracture toughness. We notice that K is not a local 
but an integral characteristic, depending on the energetic state of the whole construction. 
Thus, in the problem of static loading there are two fracture criteria: P ≤ PC for defectless 
media and KI ≤ KIC for crack domains. In both cases, we are dealing with certain external 
stress attaining the given critical value, whereupon, according to the theory, a fracture 
occurs instantaneously. Therefore, fracture toughness KIC under mode I condition can be 
possible calculated from the stress intensity factor solutions, is given by 

 C
IC K

P a
K Y

D

π
δ

=  (7) 

 

 

Fig. 3. Geometry of semi-circular bend test 

3.4 Punch loading tests 
PBX is increasingly used in decreased sensitivity munitions at low strain rate. Mechanical 
stimuli may affect the safe working life of explosives. In order to understand the 
mechanisms that lead to reaction or detonation, it is important to know the mechanical 
behavior of PBX. The punch loading test was proposed by Prandtl. In this method, a rigid 
object slowly penetrates the material to study the fracture process and failure mechanisms 
[25]. In literature [25, 26], the flat punch loading test has been carried out on a PBX mock 
material. In our work, two punch loading experimental patterns, including the flat punch 
and wedge-shaped punch test, were used to study the fracture behavior of PBX simulant. In 
this paper, only the flat punch loading results are shown providing some further insights 
into PBX fracture. The length, width and height of a specimen are 20 mm, 8 mm and 6 mm 
respectively. Contact surface size is 5 mm×5 mm for punch, which was used to impact the 
top of the specimen at a rate of 1.8 mm/minute. 
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of a flat punch loading test 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1 Brazilian test 
Following, a disc specimen with 20 mm diameter and 8 mm thickness was diametrically 
compressive loaded in a material test system (MTS). The loading velocity is 0.05 
mm/minute. Images of evolving movement of the speckle pattern were recorded by using a 
CCD camera at a frame rate of 5 frames per-second, with a high resolution of 1624×1236 
pixels2 in each image. During the test, the applied compressive load P was normalized by 
the product of the specimen initial thickness δ and the radius R of the disc specimen, and the 
diameter change Δ along loading axis was normalized by the specimen initial diameter D. 
Fig. 5 shows the resulting relationship of the applied compressive load (P/ (δR)) versus the 
displacement (Δ/D). It is obvious that the applied force firstly linearly increases with the 
deformation increases. The force reaches a maximum, and then rapidly decreases.  
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Fig. 5. Relationship of the applied compressive load and displacement 

It is believed that the disc specimen fractures at the maximum load, indicating a brittle 
failure behavior. The tensile strength was calculated using Equation 4 from the applied 
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force, and the magnitude of tensile failure stress is about 5.07 MPa. Fig. 6 shows the strain 
field distribution which corresponds to the state that the fracture of specimen occurs. The 
image shows how the strain localizes along the loading axis, indicting the possible crack 
developing route. The largest strain occurred near the contact points of specimen and anvils, 
which is caused by the stress concentration, and premature failure occurs under shear stress 
action. 
 

 

Fig. 6. Strain (εx) distribution 

 

      

Fig. 7. Fracture morphology of PBX 
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The strain field calculated from the DIC can demonstrate the material damage underneath 
the specimen surface even though there were no differences between the surface topographies 
at different loading state for the specimen prior to total failure. Fig. 7 shows the typical 
fracture morphology of specimen in Brazilian test. The tensile failure path is along the 
loading axis and the crack opening displacement in the disc specimen center is largest. The 
principle crack initiated at the specimen center and evolved upward and downward along 
the loading line. Moreover, two sub-cracks occurred in specimen, which was due to shear 
stress at the contacts between specimen and anvils. The right sub-crack occurred and 
propagated into the specimen, but not run through. 

4.2 Compression tests 
Quasi-static compressive loads were performed on simulant specimens. A series of block 
specimens with aspect ratio of 1.8, 2.0 and 2.3 were used to study the different failure 
mechanisms. In order to discuss the deformation and fracture behavior of specimens under 
compressive load, the captured speckle images were computed by the DIC. 

 

      

Fig. 8. Strain components distribution. a) Extensive strain (εx), b) Compressive strain (εy), 
and c) Shear strain 

For a block specimen with size of 20 mm height by 10mm width by 10 mm thickness, a 
series of random speckle patterns were captured before and after load. Fig. 8 illustrates the 
computed strain field distribution for the block specimen just prior to total failure under 
compressive load. In Fig. 8a, it is obvious that a concentrated strain band localizes in an area 
along the load axis near the center of the specimen. Meanwhile, a localized shear strain band 
concentrated in the area near the diagonal line, as shown in Fig. 8c. From these strain maps, 
it can be seen that the extension strain is larger than the compression and shear strain in the 
center, demonstrating that the macroscopic fracture mode of the specimen is dominant 
caused by extension and shear action when under external force. The whole vector field of 
displacement distribution gives a quantitative measurement, as shown in Fig. 9. Two 
wedges of matters can be seen driven downward and upward into the material with shear 
regions clear visible, and the central materials moved to the left and right approximately 
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perpendicular to the loading axis. The vectors are scaled and can be used as a quantitative 
measurement. The result gives a clear indication of the failure mechanisms in the specimen 
more clearly than by observation.  
 

                    

Fig. 9. Displacement vector with aspect ratio of 2.0 

 

 

Fig. 10. Displacement vector with aspect ratio of 2.3 
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Fig. 10 shows the displacement vector pattern under a compressive force calculated by using 
the DIC. Here, it can be seen that the materials flow to the right and left approximately 
along the central loading axis. Meanwhile, a tensile crack can be seen on the specimen 
surface. Fig.s 11a-c show the whole strain field distribution of a specimen with the size of 
10×10×23 mm3 under compressive load. In Fig. 10a, it is obvious that a concentrated 
extensile strain band localizes along the load axis and extends from the top of specimen to 
the bottom. The maximum strain value is approximately 0.06 in tensile stress field near the 
center of the specimen. While the compressive and shear strain values are very small, the 
maximum value is less than 0.01, as shown in Fig.s 11b and c. Comparing this to Fig. 8, 

 

      
 

Fig. 11. Strain components distribution. a) Extensive strain (εx), b) Compression strain (εy), 
and c) Shear strain 

 

     
 

Fig. 12. Fracture morphology of specimens. (With different aspect ratio. a) 1.8; b) 2.0; c) 2.3) 
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results indicate that the fracture mechanism of block specimens under compressive loading 
is different significantly with aspect ratio changes. It is believed that the macroscopic 
fracture of specimen with aspect ratio of 2.3 is dominant caused by extension action. 
The fracture monographs of specimen are evidently different shown in Fig. 12. Fig. 12a 
shows the post-failure specimen photography. It can be seen that the fracture path is nearly 
along the diagonal line, which was caused by shear stress action when subjected to 
compressive loads. With aspect ratio increased, the fracture mode is changed. Fig. 12b 
shows the fracture morphology of PBX simulation material with aspect ratio of 2.0. Fracture 
surface can be seen obviously at the top left corner, the main crack is running from the 
upper left corner to the lower left corner, and in the center of the specimen it is running 
along the vertical axis. Result shows the fracture mode is mainly caused by the extension 
and shear action. When the aspect ratio is up to a critical value such that the shear action 
disappeared, as shown in Fig. 12c, a single crack can be seen which is caused by the 
extension stress action, and the failure plane is parallel to the loading axis. Fracture 
photographs are in agreement with the results predicted from the strain fields. 
Displacement and strain fields obtained in the experiments have examined the failure 
mechanisms of block specimen under compression load, to provide explanations for the 
observed failure behavior. The compression experiments carried out at an aspect ratio of 1.8 
gave an ultimate compressive engineering stress of about 50.21 MPa. Based on the Mohr-
Coulomb failure law [27], a quasi-static compression data has been obtained on a cylindrical 
specimen PBS9501[28], the shear stress τ  can be given by ┬=μ┫n+c, where ┫n is the normal 

stress acting on failure plane, c is the cohesion and μ is the friction coefficient. The angle of 
internal friction of the material φ is relative to the friction coefficient through the 
relationship μ=tanφ and can be calculated by θ=π/4 +φ/2. Where θ is the angle made between 
the failure plane normal and the loading axis. From Fig. 12 (a) the value θ is approximately 
61°, then the friction angle can be calculated and the value is about 32°. Given this 
information, a value for the coefficient of cohesion can be calculated to be about 13.47 MPa. 
Additionally, the tensile strength is approximately 14.93 MPa. Results can be conductive to 
understand the material fracture properties. 

4.3 Semi-circular bending tests 
Semi-circular specimens were pre-notched with a 0.2 mm thickness steel blade, the initial 
pre-notch of 1.0 mm length was along the line of symmetry at the specimen edge and 
oriented along the compression direction. Pre-notched specimens were sprayed with mists 
of black and white paints alternatively to create the random speckle patterns. A CCD 
camera was used to record decorated random speckles movement in situ. In order to 
investigate the fracture mechanism under mechanical loading, speckle images were digital 
processed using the DIC. The displacement and strain fields were calculated. 
Fig. 13 shows the extensive strain field maps at two loading steps of P=105 N and P=479 N 
respectively. In Fig. 13a, it can be noted that a concentrated tensile strain band localizes in 
the vicinity of tip of the prefabricated notch. Meanwhile, it can also be noted that a localized 
strain presents in an area near the anvil, which is caused by the point-contact between anvil 
and specimen. As external force applied further, the localized extensive strain is evolving 
continuously along the pre-notch orientation, see Fig. 13b. It is believed that during this 
process the initial damages underneath the specimen surface may be activated and some 
new damages will generate. Results indicate that a possible fracture path will follow the 
concentrated strain band and the specimen will break into two parts eventually.  
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(a) P=105 N 

    

(b) P= 479 N 

Fig. 13. Tensile strain field (εx) of SCB specimen at different load 

Fig. 14 shows the vector distribution of displacement under a tensile stress calculated by the 
DIC. The vector arrows are scaled and can act as a quantitative measurement for discussing 
the failure behavior of semicircular specimen under compression loading. In Fig. 14, a single  
 

 

Fig. 14. Vector field of displacement for a post-failure SCB specimen 
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macroscopic crack can be observed on the specimen surface, this crack is just in the line with 

the orientation of pre-notch. Typically, it is obvious that the materials left and right of the 

failure path moved horizontal just perpendicular to the load axis. Result is in agreement 

with the prediction from the whole strain field. All the results indicate that the material is 

suffering from large extension stress under compressive loading. 

Cracking is the most dominate mechanical failure mechanism in high explosives and could 

affect the mechanical performance and detonation of weapon systems. However, it is a 

challenge that the direct observation and quantitative measurement of the deformation field 

associated with the formation and extension of microcracks, because cracks are hard directly 

observed until they have grown large enough. Nevertheless, in recent years, a technique has 

been developed to quantitatively describe the initiation and propagation of cracks in 

explosive materials [29]. In DIC calculation, the correlation coefficient C is a function of two 

random speckle images captured before and after a deformation. When two small images 

match each other, the correlation coefficient reaches a minimum. However, when damage or 

cracks develop in the small region during deformation, the value of the coefficient C 

becomes bigger than other regions where no damage or cracks are present. In this work, 

based on the above discussion, we use the correlation coefficient to quantify the location and 

extent of cracks in SCB specimen. 

Fig. 15 shows the contour plot of normalized correlation coefficient at four loading states. 

For PBX specimen, at moment A, the normalized correlation coefficient over the entire 

specimen surface is a constant, the magnitude of coefficient C is approximate 0, indicating 

that the two speckle images match each other very well, and no damage formed. In the 

subsequent moments, B, C and D, in some regions within the specimen surface the 

normalized correlation coefficient becomes bigger than other regions. In moment B, the 

small cracked region formed around the preset crack, and at the next moments C and D, the 

cracked region grows larger. Specially, at moment D, a single dominant crack is generated 

along the orientation of preset crack. 

In addition, a set of SCB tests were carried out to determine the fracture toughness. Fig. 16 

shows the typical relationship curve of load P and crack opening displacement V, in which 

the crack opening displacement was determined using DIC technique. Follow ASTM 

standard procedure E399, increment of crack extension was established by a 5 percent 

deviation from the linear portion of the record. A secant line through the origin of the test 

record with slope (P/q) = 0.95(P/q) 0 where (P/q) 0 was the slope of the tangent line 1 to 

initial linear part of the record was drawn. Load Pq was defined at the point of intersection 

of the secant line 2 and the curve. If Pm is taken as the maximum load achieved, the ratio 

Pm/Pq is found to be about 1.05 in most cases, but less than 1.1 in all tests satisfying the 

requirements for plane stain fracture toughness measurement. In this work, the critical 

failure load is determined by Pm/Pq = 1.05, given these information, combining Equations 6 

and 7, the fracture toughness KIC of SCB specimens are given in Table 1. The fifth column 

gives the critical failure force determined by Equation Pm/Pq = 1.05, the last column shows 

the plane strain fracture toughness of four semicircular specimens. Results show that the KIC 

value is approximately 0.50±0.02 MPa·m1/2. Unfortunately, the study on the fracture 

toughness of real PBX materials is very rare in literature at present due to difficulties in 

experiments, so the method described in this paper may be provide some further insights 

into this issues. 
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(a) P=360 N 

  

(b) P=385 N 

 

(c) P=410 N 

  

(d) P=435 N 

Fig. 15. Contour plot of normalized correlation coefficient at four selected moments in SCB test 
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Fig. 16. Relationship of load versus crack opening displacement 

 

a /mm D/mm B/mm Pm/N Pq/N KIC/MPa·m1/2 

4.9 
5 
5 

5.1 

20 
20 
20 
20 

9 
9 
9 
9 

119.58 
116.27 
122.18 
107.55 

113.89 
110.73 
116.36 
102.43 

0.49 
0.50 
0.52 
0.48 

Table 1. Specimen dimensional requirements for fracture toughness measurement 

4.4 Punch loading test 
Fig. 17 shows the displacement vector field of the specimen under the flat punch loading 
test prior to failure. Viscoelastic-plastic flow occurred in the specimen during punch 
penetration. The direction and magnitude of the plastic flow are represented by vector 
arrows which represent the relative degree of the displacement from the beginning of the 
experiment. The displacement quivers plot shown, as a quantitative measurement, gives a 
clear indication of the failure mechanisms in the specimen than visual observation. It is 
obvious that a triangular ‘dead zone’ has been completely formed in the specimen. In ‘dead 
zone’, the matter moves downward with the punch itself at the same velocity V, if not, the 
matter flows from the side of dead zone towards to the free surface at the velocity of 0.731V. 
Fig. 18 illustrates the definite contour of tensile strain in horizontal direction when 
compression loading was applied to 6 seconds, just for the specimen prior to fracturing. This 
Fig. clearly shows the strains distribution on the specimen surface. It can be seen that strain 
contours are mainly concentrated underneath the flat punch and the maximum tensile strain 
is about 0.02. So it is believed that microcracks occur underneath the specimen surface, 
propagate and coalescence a large macrocrack, and finally induce cleavage rupture of the 
specimen with increasing of external force. It is also possible to generate full shear strain 
fields. As shown in Fig. 19, the strain concentration slip bands just localized underneath the 
punch and on the sides of the dead zone, where the highest shear strain rates and shear 
stresses produce and could cause fracture. Further SEM examination of this region can 
validate the shear fracture models. 
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Fig. 17. Displacement vector field of the specimen under flat punch loading test 

 

 
 

Fig. 18. Tensile strain field (εy) from a flat punch loading results prior to failure 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 19. Shear strain field from a flat punch loading result 
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4.5 Microstructure measurement 
SEM was used to examine the microstructure of PBX. The observed surface should be 
polished before the testing. The experimental results show that the initial damages, such as 
microscopic voids may be caused by the small filler particles flowed and reset between large 
filler particles during hot compacting process and microcracks can be observed. Careful 
examination can see that deformed twinning occurred on the single particle surface. It’s 
known that twinning allows particles to accommodate large strains without fracture, but 
fractures can develop through the particles with increasing of the external force, it is 
considered that the twin is forming a step at the surface that acts as a stress concentrator 
[30]. 
Real time microscopic examination reveals that different forms of failure including 
interfacial debonding and particle fracture can be observed. The failure generally starts at 
many independent sites, usually around the boundaries of the large filler particles before 
linking up into larger cracks, and finally induce cleavage rupture of the specimens. The 
initial damage, such as debonding generated during the pressing, is the origin of failure. 
Particle fracture was very rare, but may appear due to the orientation of a long crystal face 
lying perpendicular to an advancing crack path. Fig. 20 shows the results of real time 
microscopic examination of PBX simulation material in Brazilian test. Results show that 
cracks are extending along the boundaries of larger filler particles. 
Real time SEM examination of a block specimen shows that different fracture modes can be 
seen. Fig. 21 shows that interfacial debonding is the dominate failure mode in compression 
test. In particular, the crack path mainly follows the boundaries of the filler particles. 
However, particle fractures do occur when the particle orientation impedes the crack 
growing path even this failure rare occurrences, see particle K. Moreover, microscopic 
cracks (indicated by arrows in Fig. 21) occurred within the filler particles, see particles M 
and N, which may be caused by initial damage activated and evolved under external force. 
The microcracks may coalescence and induce particle breakage finally. Therefore, both the 
interfacial debonding and the particle breakage indicate that the transgranular cracking and 
intergranular cracking are the significant failure modes. 
 

             

Fig. 20. Micrograph of a specimen in Brazilian test 
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Fig. 21. Micrograph of a specimen in compression 

The non-uniform strain field distribution in PBX simulant specimens calculated by the DIC 
offers basic information and can well predict the damage when specimen was loaded by 
compression. Moreover, as shown in this work, the deformation field obtained through DIC 
is also possible to reveal the strain singularity in particle-based composites and to predict 
the growing path of the cracks during the fracture process. A SCB specimen with a size of 20 
mm in diameter and 10mm in thickness was machined from a disc specimen, and an edge 
pre-notch with 0.9mm length and 0.2 mm width was fabricated in the specimen 
perpendicular to the load direction, as shown in Fig. 22. 
 

 

Fig. 22. Micrograph of a SCB specimen 

The semicircular disc specimen was compressed by a flat steel anvil installed in SEM 
chamber. The near region (rectangular area I shown in Fig. 22) around the tip of the 
prefabricated crack was magnified by the SEM to real time observe the surface topography 
and to record the images during the quasi-static loading. For each loading step with a force 
increment about ΔP=50 N, the digital surface image was analyzed by DIC to match with the 
initial image recorded before deformation so as to obtain the displacement field and strains. 
This can show the deformation history by load steps to reveal the strain locality and to 
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predict the crack possible growing path. Fig. 23 illustrates the strain contours of a specimen 
in semicircular bend test at three loading steps of P=150 N, P=250 N and P=400 N, 
respectively. The extension strain field is not uniform. It can be noted that the maximum 
contours are concentrated around the tip of prefabricated crack, and it can also be seen that 
the localized strain is propagating and evolving along the pre-notch direction with external 
load increasing, so the primary failure route is following prefabricated crack orientation.  
 

 

(a) P=150 N 

    

(b) P=250 N 

 

(c) P=400 N 

Fig. 23. Strain contours of a specimen at different loads in SCB test 

SEM was taken to examine the damage occurred in simulant materials. Fig. 24 indicates the 
SEM image of the fracture surface of a simulant specimen. The flat fracture morphology of 
specimen can be seen, demonstrating that the filler particles experienced transgranular 
fracture. Some microcracks can be seen on the large particles indicated by arrows, and 
interfacial debonding can be noted. 
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Fig. 24. Fracture morphology of PBX in Brazilian test 

Fig. 25 shows the SEM image of the block specimen fracture surface under compression 
loading. It can be seen that the particles experienced fragmentation. A large number of 
smaller particles formed, which indicates the compression induces a lot of filler particle 
crushing. Typically, Fig. 25 clear reveals the presence of brittle particle and cleavage 
fracture, and the particle Q dislocation fracture (indicated by arrow) is obvious caused by 
particle to particle contact. It is believable that the particle fractures are mainly associated 
with particle to particle contact due to an extremely high density of filler particles in 
simulation material. Fig. 26 shows an image of shear slips in the hard particle directly to the 
side of intruding punch, demonstrating that large shear stresses occurred in this region of 
the specimen during punch penetration. 
 

 

Fig. 25. Fracture morphology of PBX in compression 

Previous studies in the literatures [4, 6, 31-32] shown that failure tends to start around the 
boundaries of large filler particles. Results show that the predominant failure mode of PBX 
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is interfacial debonding between explosive particles and binder under extension action. 
While further examples have been presented in this paper, the failure path in PBX simulant 
appears to follow unexpected routes. Our studies of PBX simulant under tensile stress field 
suggest that the transgranular cracking is the dominant fracture mode. It should be 
remembered that specimens are three-dimensional materials even only the exposed surface 
can be observed. Consequently, particles just below the observed surface may influence the 
measured behavior.  
 

 

Fig. 26. Shear slips in a particle 

5. Conclusions 

As PBX systems becoming more widely used, the understanding of the damage and fracture 
mechanisms responsible for safety working life evolution is important. As discussed, DIC is 
an optical full-field measurement technique. Even though no information can be generated 
to investigate the internal material motion, the deformation and fracture behavior of PBX 
simulants can be studied according to the full strain field and displacement vector plots on 
specimen’s surface. More important, the digital correlation processing of SEM images can 
provide the non-uniform deformation information in PBX simulants, demonstrating the 
microscopic damage evolution and predicting possible failure routes in specimen. In 
addition, the advantage of DIC described here is the ability to make tensile stress/strain 
measurements. Moreover, based on Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria, the fracture parameters, 
such as cohesion and friction angle etc, can be calculated. In addition, the fracture toughness 
can be determined by using the SCB test. The results are contributing to understand the 
fracture mechanical properties of specimens under compressive loading. 
PBX simulant is a highly filled composite consists of up to 95% by weight particles coated by 
binder. Therefore, the coverage degree is less than 100%. Microstructures of PBX simulant 
were observed by using an SEM. Real time microstructure examinations show that 
decohesive failure of interface between particles and binder is the dominant fracture mode 
due to incomplete interfacial cohesion. In addition, particle cleavage fracture can also be 
seen evidently under the compression and shear stress action (Fig. 20 and Fig. 21). However, 
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the specimens are three-dimensional materials even only the exposed surface was observed. 
Particles just below the observation plane can influence the measured behavior. The fracture 
mode in our Brazilian test is evident transgranular cracking (Fig. 24). The result could 
demonstrate that the tensile failure strength of particles must be lower than cohensive 
strength between particles and binder. The authors think it is reasonable to demonstrate the 
failure mechanisms of PBX simulant by the fracture surface morphology. 
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